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I. Introduction

As the technological universe at our fingertips continues to expand, so too does the pool of practicing mediators making use of Internet-facilitated communication to resolve disputes. Many have moved mediation processes completely online with the help of online

*J.D., Harvard Law School. Thanks to Professors David Hoffman and Michael L. Moffitt for their illuminating teaching on mediation and ADR generally and their thoughtful comments regarding this Note, and to Leah Wing, Colin Rule, and Daniel Rainey for their invaluable research assistance.
dispute resolution (ODR) platforms, while thousands more use information communication technology (ICT) tools to aid face-to-face dispute resolution.\(^1\) Despite the growing prevalence of technology-assisted mediation, however, mediators’ online practice is left largely to their own discretion.\(^2\) Although scholars, regulatory bodies, and member organizations are working to create a set of standards guiding the practice of this rapidly expanding field, no authoritative set of standards has yet emerged.\(^3\) When such a set does materialize, standards currently proposed by the ODR community suggest it will focus more on ODR system design rather than on mediator-party communication.\(^4\) ODR platform providers have, for the most part, failed to fill gaps left by the community as a whole in communicating information to mediators and parties regarding ethical best practices. In the midst of this muddy regulatory landscape, mediators making use of ODR platforms and ICT tools have scant guidance on how to ethically use technological tools in dispute resolution. Specifically, mediators are left largely without resources regarding transparent communication with parties about the online mediation process and its unique ethical considerations. Mediators using online tools are in need of clearer guidelines for their ethical implementation.

This paper reviews the most important ethical ODR principles for online mediators, the standards that members of the ODR community have been working to create, and the ways in which ODR platforms and online mediation programs have (or, in most cases, have not) put those standards into practice. It will build on existing ODR scholarship in formulating a “new agreement to mediate,” including ODR-specific terms mediators should discuss with parties before they enter into an online or technology-assisted mediation. Part II discusses the development of online mediation and its relationship to the nascent field of ODR ethics. Part III sets out the ODR ethical principles relevant to practicing mediators. Part IV examines proposed ODR standards set out by scholars, regulatory bodies and

---


3. \textit{See} discussion infra Part IV.

member organizations, and analyzes a sample of major ODR platforms and mediation programs to conclude that mediators may not be effectively putting those standards into practice when communicating with parties. Finally, Part V proposes a “new agreement to mediate” that takes into account key ethical principles informing online mediator-party communication. A sample agreement to mediate is also attached as an appendix to this paper, as are representative agreements published by two mediation programs.

II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF ONLINE MEDIATION AND ODR ETHICS

Online dispute resolution (ODR) first emerged in the 1990s as a tool to manage the proliferation of e-commerce disputes that accompanied the rise of online shopping. Primarily used by large companies like eBay and Amazon, it began as a way to resolve small-dollar conflicts that arose online between geographically distant parties.5

While online mediation was originally envisioned to resolve the same types of disputes as ODR systems generally, it has also shown to be a powerful tool for resolving disputes not originally contemplated for online mediation, like those involving parties who are not separated by geographical distance and disputes where emotional aspects predominate.6 Online mediation has also grown from non-binding, out-of-court dispute resolution between private parties to encompass binding resolution of in-court disputes of many types, including landlord-tenant, small claims, and domestic disputes.7 Companies have also increasingly turned to technological tools to resolve workplace disputes.8

As the field of ODR broadened, so too did the scholarly debate about issues that arise from resolving disputes online. In 1994, the American Bar Association, the American Arbitration Association, and the Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution promulgated the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators, an ethical code based on several states’ existing mediator codes that sought to “serve as a guide for the conduct of mediators,” “inform the mediating parties,”

8. See Ebner, supra note 6, at 363 n.24 (citing K. Bollen and M.C. Euwema, Angry at Your Boss or Fearing Your Employee? Negative Affect in Hierarchical Conflicts and Modeling Role of E-Supported Mediation, Kyoto, IACM 2009).
and “promote public confidence in mediation as a process for resolving disputes.”9 The standards cover nine major ethical subject areas: self-determination, impartiality, conflicts of interest, competence, confidentiality, quality of the process, advertisements and solicitation, fees, and obligations to the mediation process.10 While many states have adopted the Model Standards in regulating mediators, scholars have criticized the standards for their breadth and vagueness, their failure to create a clear hierarchy of ethical duties and concerns for mediators, and their potential to lead to an increase in malpractice suits against mediators.11

In the shadow of this debate, ODR scholars in the late 1990s recognized online-specific ethical quandaries, like those attendant with managing complaints on e-commerce platforms, safeguarding electronic health records, designing dispute management systems for businesses and government agencies and employing email, electronic calendars, brainstorming software and video conferencing during arbitration and mediation.12 Additionally, the ODR community became increasingly preoccupied with the expanding pool of stakeholders in dispute resolution processes that move online.13 Specific to mediation, scholars are concerned with how the “fourth” and “fifth” parties—that is, ODR platforms and technological providers—must act in order to provide an ethical process for parties in dispute.14

---

10. Andrea C. Yang, Ethics Codes for Mediator Conduct: Necessary but Still Insufficient, 22 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 1229, 1235 (2009).
12. Leah Wing, Ethical Principles for Online Dispute Resolution: A GPS Device for the Field, 3 INT’L J. ON ONLINE DISP. RESOL. 12, 13 (2016).
13. See id. at 22 (“Blurred boundaries requires that dispute resolution systems design is more responsive to and reflective of . . . a constantly changing constellation of stakeholders – most of whom may not be aware of dispute resolution traditions and standards and instead carry . . . principles and practices grounded in other disciplines.”); see also Orna Rabinovoch-Einy & Ethan Katsh, Digital Justice: Reshaping Boundaries in an Online Dispute Resolution Environment, 1 INT’L J. ONLINE DISP. RESOL. 5, 6 (2014).
III. ODR Ethical Principles

In response to a growing need to construct an ethical framework informing online dispute resolution practice, Leah Wing, senior lecturer at the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and co-director of the National Center for Technology and Dispute Resolution, created 17 ethical principles for online dispute resolution, designed to enhance the quality, effectiveness, and scope of ADR with online components. Her principles were adopted by the National Center for Technology and Dispute Resolution. According to Wing, they are “not offered as standards or codes of conduct, but rather as an articulation of shared values,” and are meant to serve as a basis for further work in governing the field of ODR. In particular, she hoped to draw the ODR community’s attention to differential access to justice, power imbalances, cultural differences, marginalization, and inclusion in decision-making that takes place both in ODR system design and in its implementation, and to reinforce the continuation of the shared values of ADR within the ODR framework. Wing’s ethical principles of ODR are intended to serve as a “GPS” to guide the development of such rules or standards in the future, not as rules or standards themselves for mediators resolving conflict online. Each of Wing’s principles is also relevant to face-to-face mediation, but pose particular considerations in an online context.

IV. Ethical Principles in Practice

A. The Development of Standards for Online Mediators

Wing suggests that the ethical principles she developed for the National Dispute Resolution Center be viewed as flexible, non-rules based principles allowing for differences across cultures, sectors, and jurisdictions, but also providing a stimulus for the creation of rules-
based standards. Some scholars have since formulated modifications to the Model Standards for Mediators that address these principles. Susan Nauss Exon focuses on ethical considerations not only for “third party” mediators facilitating the use of ODR, but also for “fourth” and “fifth” parties. Daniel Rainey, another leader in the ODR community, worked with students at Southern Methodist University to annotate the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators in order to reflect ODR-specific considerations. Rainey’s standards highlight particular concerns with mediator impartiality, competence, confidentiality, and process quality. Other scholars have focused on regulating which types of disputes can be resolved online and which require face-to-face resolution.

A number of regulatory bodies and member organizations have also taken up the charge to create a set of standards instructing the practice of ODR. No one “model” set of standards has yet emerged, but the increasing volume of efforts to regulate ODR practice shows a targeted intent to put Wing’s ethical principles into effect.

The international community has worked hard in recent years to help inform the ethical practice of ODR providers, including foreign governmental entities using ODR platforms to settle disputes with citizens. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) commissioned a working group regarding online dispute resolution that met for 33 sessions from 2010-2016. The group never put together binding standards for ODR providers, but it did draft a “non-binding descriptive document” reflecting the elements it would like to see in an ODR process, emphasizing the importance of security in the context of ODR. The International Mediation Center, a global certifying body for mediators, also provides a set of standards for certified practitioners. Currently, the Center’s Rules for Mediation contain no mention of technology or

20. Wing, supra note 12, at 23.
23. Id.
26. See id.
ODR platforms. However, the group is in the process of drafting both a set of standards for training online mediators and a set of standards for practice.

In the United States, no single set of standards for ODR providers prevails, but three major legal and conflict resolution organizations are each discussing ways to best guide online mediators and ODR practitioners generally. The American Bar Association is thinking carefully about how to amend the Model Standards for Mediators to reflect the ethical issues surrounding online mediation. At a recent meeting discussing how to improve the Model Standards, ODR scholars raised questions as to how the introduction of ICT tools affects existing standards addressing the quality of the mediation process (that is, whether the parties are fully comfortable with the technology and have agreed to use it), its cost, confidentiality, and impartiality.

The American Arbitration Association, despite being the first ADR institution to partner with an online dispute resolution system in 1995, has yet to articulate a set of standards specific to online dispute resolution. The Association for Conflict Resolution, which publishes a collection of model standards for various types of mediation practice, similarly has no resources available about online mediation or ODR generally. However, both groups are discussing ways to integrate ODR standards into their practice guidelines.

In 2009, the Advisory Committee of the National Center for Technology and Dispute set out a number of standards of practice for online dispute resolution. These standards focus almost exclusively

28. Telephone Interview with Daniel Rainey, Fellow, National Center for Technology and Dispute Resolution (Nov. 28, 2017).
32. Telephone Interview with Leah Wing, Co-Director, National Center for Technology and Dispute Resolution (Nov. 28, 2017).
33. See ICANN Standards, supra note 4. The National Center for Technology and Dispute Resolution also publishes these principles. See Ethics and ODR, supra note 15. Additionally, the International Council for Online Dispute Resolution (ICODR)
on system design rather than on implementation, and are framed as general principles rather than operational frameworks for practice. However, some of the principles they identify are useful for practitioners, like the idea that technology should never be forced upon a party who is not comfortable using it, and that ODR providers should be transparent about their processes.\(^{34}\)

Finally, the Conference of State Court Administrators, the National Center for State Courts, and the National Association for Court Management have formed a Joint Technology Committee in order to establish ICT standards for courts and improve online court processes. The committee raises ethical considerations, like privacy and access, along with more practical concerns, like efficiency and the preservation of administrative resources.\(^ {35}\)

B. **ODR Ethical Principles in Practice: A Sample of “Agreements to Mediate”**

While the ODR community is deep in thought about how best to craft standards governing the ethical practice of online mediation, the principles discussed above may not be making their way to the everyday practice of most online mediators. A review of current ODR providers’ “agreements to mediate”—that is, the information parties view and agree to before entering into online mediation—shows many parties may not be informed of online-specific ethical concerns.\(^ {36}\)

One leading ODR platform directs parties through AI-facilitated negotiation before introducing a human mediator.\(^ {37}\) Most parties resolving disputes using the platform settle before reaching the mediation stage, so information about mediation is not immediately available to disputing parties.\(^ {38}\) Some companies and government agencies who provide mediation through the platform have parties sign “terms and conditions” before entering into the mediation phase has created a list of all standards explicitly based on Wing’s Ethical Principles for Online Dispute Resolution. See ICODR, ICODR Standards, http://icodr.org/index.php/standards/ (last visited April 8, 2018).

\(^{34}\) See ICANN Standards, supra note 4.

\(^{35}\) Online Dispute Resolution and the Courts, supra note 5, at 8.

\(^{36}\) Agreements to mediate are used both to establish the scope of privileged information to be shared in mediation and setting expectations of parties, including ethical expectations. The ODR platforms examined in this section will be discussed anonymously to protect privacy concerns.

\(^{37}\) The platform will be discussed anonymously for privacy purposes.

\(^{38}\) Information identifying the platform has been removed for privacy purposes.
of the ODR process. However, there is little to suggest those terms resolve any ethical questions specific to online mediation. For example, the terms and conditions of one court-run online dispute resolution program (attached as Appendix B) discuss confidentiality, voluntariness, and legal representation in mediation, but make no mention of the technology to be used during the mediation, about parties’ differential access to or understanding of that technology, or about online-specific security or privacy concerns.

Another platform, originally used overseas as a way to resolve labor disputes using online negotiation, is being piloted in the U.S. for certain family mediation cases. When both parties in the pilot program have agreed to try mediation, each are sent an email outlining the process. However, it is not clear whether technology-specific concerns are addressed before the parties begin mediation, nor do the platform’s terms of service address ethical issues attendant with online mediation.

Mediators using ICT tools to assist face-to-face mediation in the United States are likely not communicating information regarding the ethical use of ICT any more effectively than are creators and users of more ODR-specific platforms. The American Arbitration Association’s “ClauseBuilder” tool, which allows parties to create arbitration or mediation clauses governing existing or future disputes in contracts and to preview, edit, and archive ADR agreements online, contains no options for online dispute resolution clauses or agreements to mediate digitally. Additionally, Mediate.com, a resource hub for practicing mediators, includes a sample agreement to mediate that can be used in practice. The agreement (annotated by the author to reflect ODR concerns in Appendix A) has not been meaningfully updated since 1998, and contains no mention whatsoever of technology.

While it appears that mediators in the United States have yet to make significant strides in communicating (at least through writing)

39. Information identifying the platform has been removed for privacy purposes.
40. Terms and Conditions, Michigan Courts Office of Dispute Resolution (provided Nov. 15, 2017). Identifying information about the specific court system involved has been redacted to protect the privacy of the ODR platform it uses.
41. Information identifying the platform has been removed for privacy purposes.
42. Information identifying the platform has been removed for privacy purposes.
online mediation’s major ethical considerations with parties, one international entity has gone much further in integrating these principles in practice. Mediate BC, a large-scale program by the British Columbia government to move much of its dispute resolution infrastructure toward mediation, sought to bring together the province’s sparsely distributed population with an online mediation program. Called The Distance Mediation Project, the 6-year pilot program connected remote parties in family disputes with mediators using technology, and allowed them to resolve their disputes through text-and video-based tools. Parties used more traditional technological tools more frequently in earlier phases of the project, and switched to primarily web conferencing in later years.

After a lengthy initial screening, participating parties were asked to sign an agreement to mediate. The project’s designers included a sample agreement to mediate in their standards for participating practitioners (attached as Appendix C). Suggested terms focused on confidentiality, rules governing the use of technology during the mediation sessions, and who would bear the costs of the ICT. Since the project’s completion, Mediate BC has partnered with Royal Roads University to create an online course designed to teach experienced mediators how to conduct mediation online.

V. A NEW AGREEMENT TO MEDIATE

To effectively put the ethical principles of ODR into practice, the growing number of mediators using ODR platforms and augmenting face-to-face mediation with ICT tools should ask themselves how best to communicate important considerations involving online mediation

47. See id. at 8-9.
49. See id.
with parties. Some may already be thinking about these concerns, but many practitioners may be repurposing agreements to mediate or opening remarks to parties from a time before technology began pervading every aspect of the ODR landscape. The moment is ripe for reform. I propose a new “agreement to mediate,” to be used to guide mediators making use of ICT when communicating with disputants. In crafting their own agreements to mediate with parties, mediators moving online may consider terms like those I propose in communicating the ODR ethical principles most important to mediator-party communication: confidentiality, informed consent, and impartiality.51

A. Suggested Terms for a New Agreement to Mediate

Confidentiality. Before beginning a technology-assisted mediation, practitioners should recognize the privacy-based limitations and risks of the technology they plan to use (and attempt to find less risky alternatives). In the agreement to mediate, mediators may explain those risks to parties and set out a safety protocol to minimize data breaches.52 Mediators should think carefully about security breaches that could occur during the course of the mediation they will and will not be held liable, and may specify them in the agreement.53 Finally, mediators thinking about these issues may caution parties against recording or electronically storing any confidential information shared during mediation.54

Informed consent. Central to the concept of informed consent in online mediation is the question of whether technology is sufficiently simple for both parties to master, no matter their differences in technological competence, geography, Internet accessibility, language, or culture. For best results in mediating online, mediators should ensure their own comfort and familiarity with an ODR platform or an ICT tool before using it in mediation. Parties should affirmatively agree that they are comfortable using the technological tools chosen, or else online mediation may not be an ethical option.55 Mediators should also make clear to parties that if they experience any

51. Interview with Daniel Rainey, supra note 28.
52. Annotated Model Standards, supra note 22, at 5.
53. See id.; see also Exon, supra note 14, at 659.
55. Ebner, supra note 6, at 379.
problems with, or have any questions or concerns about, the ICT used during mediation, they should raise them with the mediator.56

Another vital tenant of informed consent especially relevant to ODR is the parties’ right to counsel. Mediation that includes no face-to-face component whatsoever provides a particular risk to unrepresented parties: one party could be represented or seeking the advice of counsel, and the other party may be completely unaware.57 An online agreement to mediate, especially in mediations that are conducted entirely on ODR platforms or via ICT tools, could therefore include a term requiring parties to disclose whether counsel is assisting them and reminding parties of their right to seek counsel.

Access. Also bound up with the question of informed consent are considerations of access. Particularly in low-dollar, court-ordered online mediation processes, where vulnerable or underserved populations may have little choice in the ODR technology used, mediators should ensure that all parties have access to a technological device that can support the software. For many Americans without a laptop or desktop computer, a smartphone is the only way they can access ICT tools.58 Mediators should test out technology to be used during the mediation on a smartphone, and confirm that all parties will have an electronic device with which they can effectively participate in the mediation. Mediators should also plan for a backup technological platform, should digital technology fail or should parties express discomfort with other ICT applications. Telephone is an obvious choice: the Distance Mediation Project observed that parties with limited digital capabilities were most comfortable resolving at least some aspect of a dispute by phone.59 Parties should also communicate any language differences or difficulties they anticipate experiencing to the mediator.60

Finally, mediators should consider how to disclose the cost structure of online mediations. While some ICT tools may be free to use,

56. Interview with Daniel Rainey, supra note 28. Rainey notes that text-based, asynchronous tools of communication make it especially difficult to ascertain if parties are experiencing discomfort with an online platform.
57. See, e.g., Brian Farkas, Old Problem, New Medium: Deception in Computer-Facilitated Negotiation and Dispute Resolution, 14 CARDOZO J. CONFLICT RESOL. 161, 189 (2012) (discussing ways in which parties can lose the mediator’s trust in online mediation).
others will require a subscription fee. Mediators should decide ahead of time whether they plan to pass on the cost of ICT to parties, and parties should affirmatively agree to take on any necessary technological costs before beginning mediation.61

Impartiality. Asynchronous communication increases the potential for mediators to exhibit a lack of neutrality, unnoticed by the other party. Such potential, left unaddressed, can cause a loss of trust between parties and third-party neutrals.62 Therefore, mediators may consider including a provision in their agreement to mediate confirming that they will communicate digitally with both parties on an impartial basis.63 Additionally, mediators should stress their impartiality as to the parties’ comfort or familiarity with any ICT tools used, and that his or her choice of ICT was made without bias toward any one particular cultural worldview or method of processing information.64 Finally, mediators should make clear that they do not endorse or will not benefit from the use of any particular technology, to avoid the appearance of a conflict of interest.65

B. Suggestions for Future Practice

Some important best practices for online mediators cannot be encapsulated in an agreement to mediate. The differences between online and face-to-face mediation may require a re-imagining of the mediation process when it moves online. Noam Ebner suggests creating a new mediation process stage in which parties are walked through an ODR platform or technological tool used and given an introduction to the online mediation environment, in order to increase their satisfaction and comfort with both the technology and the mediator using it.66 Elements of a “test run” might include a site tour and tutorial, a discussion of communication ground rules, and comments

62. Ebner, supra note 6, at 379.
63. Some in the ADR community have recently moved away from focusing on neutrality and impartiality and toward focusing on balance between parties. Jo De mars, Susan Nauss Exxon, Kimberlee K. Kovach & Colin Rule, Virtual Virtues: Ethical Considerations for an Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) Practice, 17 Disp. Resol. Mag. 8 (2010).
64. Parties who adopt an intuitive-experiential mode of processing information may not respond as well to asynchronous, text-based communication than those who process information in an analytical-rational mode, relying on logic and deductive thinking. A.M.G. Hammond, How Do You Write 'Yes'? A Study on the Effectiveness of Online Dispute Resolution, 20 Conflict Resol. Q. 261-286 (2003).
65. Suggested Practice Guidelines, supra note 47, at 56.
66. Ebner, supra note 6, at 388.
regarding language, time zones, synchronous and asynchronous communication, and expectations and technological support available to parties.\textsuperscript{67}

Those designing training programs may also consider thinking of online-specific concerns: mediators moving online may need to learn a number of skills, both technical and emotional, to fit an online environment. Necessary emotional skills may include the ability to build trust online, to deal with online-specific expressions of anger and other emotions, and to understand the limitations and rhythms of asynchronous technology.\textsuperscript{68} Mediators should also ask themselves whether they should learn new, online-appropriate methods for active listening, asking questions, and reframing.\textsuperscript{69} Training opportunities specifically designed for ODR practitioners are currently lacking, as are any standards to guide practitioners providing training.\textsuperscript{70} Colin Rule, Vice President of Online Dispute Resolution at Tyler Technologies, suggests online mediators be trained with a combination of studying, simulated online mediations, mentoring, discussions, and sharing of language to be used in ODR processes.\textsuperscript{71}

Anyone thinking carefully about the ethical practice of online mediation should also turn his or her attention to ODR system design. While this discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, which is limited to practical considerations for third parties, the “fourth party’s” ethical responsibility is a major topic in the ODR community and is becoming ever more relevant as more platforms switch to automated dispute resolution using artificial intelligence.\textsuperscript{72} Mediators should stay abreast of this conversation while it develops, and be careful to choose ODR platforms and ICT applications that have been shown to adhere to ethical principles.\textsuperscript{73}

\textsuperscript{67} Id.


\textsuperscript{69} Ebner, supra note 6, at 390.

\textsuperscript{70} See id. at 393.

\textsuperscript{71} Id. at 393, citing Colin Rule & Craig Villamore, The Importance of Language in Online Dispute Resolution, Special Supplement 2004, ICC Int’l Court of Arb. Bull.

\textsuperscript{72} See, e.g., Ethan Katsh & Colin Rule, What We Know and Need to Know About Online Dispute Resolution, 69 S. Carolina L. Rev. 329, 331 (2016); Shackelford & Raymond, supra note 24, at 633; Ethan Katsh & Janet Rifkin, Online Dispute Resolution: Resolving Disputes in Cyberspace 93 (John Wiley ed. 2001); Janet Rifkin, Online Dispute Resolution: Theory and Practice of the Fourth Party, 19 Conflict Resol. Q. 117, 119 (2001).

\textsuperscript{73} Exon, supra note 14, at 656.
VI. CONCLUSION

The ODR community is still working to catch up to the explosion of technological tools and processes within the dispute resolution framework. While Wing’s ethical principles provide important guidance for the ODR field, and while domestic and international scholars, regulatory bodies, and member organizations are making significant strides toward a set of standards to guide system designers and practitioners, online mediators remain without guidance regarding how best to inform parties of ethical concerns that arise in an online mediation setting. Nor have ODR platforms or mediation providers stepped in to fill the void in most instances. A need for clearer standards, especially regarding the information to which mediators and parties must agree before beginning mediation, is clear. In designing their agreements to mediate online, mediators using ODR platforms or other ICT tools should consider borrowing from the growing body of scholarship regarding ODR ethics, and from successful online mediation projects like the Distance Mediation Project, to devise terms focusing on confidentiality, informed consent, and impartiality. But a technology-appropriate agreement to mediate is only the beginning: mediators moving into the online space, and those regulating them, should also be thinking carefully about process concerns, mediator training, and system design issues unique to online mediation.
APPENDIX A: SAMPLE AGREEMENT TO MEDIATE

AGREEMENT TO MEDIATE

This is an Agreement between __________ and __________ and __________, hereinafter “mediator,” to enter into mediation with the intent of resolving the following issues:

The parties and the mediator understand and agree as follows:

1. Nature of Mediation

The parties hereby appoint and retain __________ as mediator. The parties understand that mediation is an agreement-reaching process in which the mediator assists parties to reach agreement in a collaborative and informed manner. It is understood that the mediator has no power to decide issues for the parties. The parties understand that mediation is not a substitute for independent legal advice. The parties are encouraged to secure such advice throughout the mediation process and are advised to obtain independent legal review of any formal mediated agreement before signing that agreement. The parties understand that the mediator has an obligation to work on behalf of all parties and that the mediator cannot render individual legal advice to any party and will not render therapy nor arbitrate within the mediation.

2. Scope of Mediation

The parties understand that it is for the parties, with the mediator’s concurrence, to determine the scope of the mediation and this will be accomplished early in the mediation process.

3. Mediation is Voluntary

All parties here state their good faith intention to complete their mediation by an Agreement. It is, however, understood that any party may withdraw from or suspend the mediation process at any time, for any reason.

The parties also understand that the mediator may suspend or terminate the mediation if he feels that the mediation will lead to an unjust or unreasonable result; if the mediator feels that an impasse

has been reached; or if the mediator determines that he can no long
effectively perform his facilitative role.

4. Technology Used

In this mediation, the following Information and Commu-
nications Technology (ICT) tools will be used:

The mediator has reviewed and tested each ICT tool, and is
comfortable both using these tools and teaching parties to use
them for purposes of this mediation. The mediator does not en-
dorse any form of technology used. All parties have reviewed
the ICT tools used and are comfortable operating them. If any
party experiences any problems with, or has any questions or
concerns about, the ICT tools used during mediation, he or she
should raise them with the mediator. If needed, all parties
agree to utilize voice conferencing by telephone as a substitute
for other ICT tools used.

4. Confidentiality

It is understood between the parties and the mediator that the
mediation will be strictly confidential. Mediation discussions, any
draft resolutions and any unsigned mediated agreements shall not be
admissible in any court or other contested proceeding. Only a medi-
ated agreement signed by any parties will be so admissible. The only
other exceptions to this confidentiality are if all parties waive confi-
dentiality in writing or in an action brought by any party against the
mediator. The parties agree not to call the mediator to testify con-
cerning the mediation or to provide any materials from the mediation
in any court proceeding between the parties. The mediation is consid-
ered by the parties and the mediator as settlement negotiations. All
parties also understand and agree that the mediator may have pri-
vate caucus meetings and discussions with any individual party, in
which case all such meetings and discussions shall be confidential
between the mediator and the caucusing party.

Both parties and the mediator recognize that, because on-
line applications will be used during this mediation, complete
security of information may not be ensured. The mediator has
reviewed the security protocols of all technological platforms
and applications to be used in this mediation with all parties,
and all parties understand the risks of the technology to be
used. The following technological tools and systems present
specific risks:

No party will make any recording of this mediation or digitally share any information exchanged during this mediation with any unauthorized parties. Both parties and the mediator verify that they will do everything in their power to protect the information shared during this mediation from being viewed or used by anyone not party to this agreement.

5. Full Disclosure

Each party agrees to fully and honestly disclose all relevant information and writings as requested by the mediator and all information requested by any other party, if the mediator determines that the disclosure is relevant to the mediation discussions. In family mediation cases, each party agrees to fully and accurately disclose all income, assets and debts. Parties must also disclose the presence of any other persons present in the room, or with whom they are communicating remotely, during remote portions of this mediation.

6. Mediator Impartiality

The parties understand that the mediator must remain impartial throughout and after the mediation process. Thus, the mediator shall not champion the interests of any party over another in the mediation nor in any court or other proceeding.

Additionally, the mediator will show no bias toward either party with regard to that party’s comfort or familiarity with or approval of ICT tools and processes used. When communicating with parties using text-based tools, such as email or online chat applications, the mediator will maintain neutrality and communicate with both parties equally. If either party experiences problems using ICT during this mediation or has concerns about the use of technology, he or she should discuss these concerns with the mediator.

7. Coordination with Legal Counsel

The parties agree that the mediator may discuss the parties’ mediation process with any attorney any party may retain as individual counsel. Such discussions will not include any negotiations unless the parties instruct the mediator that their attorney(s) have negotiating
authority. The mediator will provide copies of correspondence, draft agreements and written documentation to independent legal counsel at a party's request.

All parties confirm that they have shared with the mediator whether they will be represented or assisted by counsel during any remote portions of this mediation. If parties seek the advice or representation of counsel during the remote portions of this mediation, and/or if counsel is present in the room during remote sessions of the mediation, parties must disclose this fact to the mediator.

8. Mediation Fees

The parties and the mediator agree that the fee for the mediator shall be $____ per hour for time spent with the parties and for time required to study documents, research issues, correspond, telephone call, prepare draft and final Agreements, and do such other things as may be reasonably necessary to facilitate the parties reaching full Agreement. The mediator shall also be reimbursed for all expenses incurred as a part of the mediation process, including one-time or recurring subscription fees for any ICT tools used throughout the mediation.

A payment of $____ toward the mediator's fees and expenses shall be paid to the mediator along with the signing of this agreement. Any unearned amount of this retainer fee will be refunded to the parties. The parties shall be jointly and severally liable for the mediator's fees and expenses. As between the parties only, responsibility for mediation fees and expenses shall be: ________________________________

The parties will be provided with a monthly accounting of fees and expenses by the mediator. Payment of such fees and expenses is due to the mediator no later than 15 days following the date of such billing, unless otherwise agreed in writing. There shall be a 1.0% monthly service charge on accounts not paid by the last day of the month.

Should payment not be timely made, the mediator may, in his sole discretion, stop all work on behalf of the parties, including the drafting and/or distribution of the parties' Agreement, and withdraw from the mediation. If collection or court action is taken by the mediator to collect fees and/or expenses under this Agreement, the prevailing party in any such action and upon any appeal therefrom shall be entitled to attorney fees and costs therein incurred.

DATED this ____ day of _____________________, 201__.
APPENDIX B: AGREEMENT TO MEDIATE USED BY CLIENT OF MAJOR ODR PLATFORM\textsuperscript{75}

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The Michigan Office of Dispute Resolution (ODR) coordinates alternative dispute resolution services of the State Court Administrative Office. ODR oversees the administration of the legislatively created Community Dispute Resolution Program (CDRP). This website, hosted and maintained by ODR, provides an online mediation process to assist parties in working out their disputes. By proceeding with this filing, you are agreeing that you understand the below points:

1. About mediation: Mediation is designed to assist disputing parties to reach a fair and constructive agreement that resolves their dispute(s) in a collaborative, consensual and informed manner. The Mediator is neutral in this dispute. The Mediator does not decide disputed issues.

2. Legal Representation: the Mediator does not provide legal advice to either party and does not represent either party. If the parties want legal advice, they must retain their own lawyer outside of this process.

3. Voluntary: Mediation is voluntary. Any party may withdraw from or suspend the mediation at any time, for any reason. In addition, the Mediator may suspend or terminate the mediation if he feels that the mediation will lead to an unjust or unreasonable result; that an impasse has been reached; or that he can no longer perform his facilitative role.

4. Confidentiality: The mediation is a settlement negotiation and will be strictly confidential. No party may disclose any statements made by any other participant in the mediation, and any content from the mediation is not admissible in a court process.

5. Settlement Agreement: If the Parties reach a Settlement Agreement, they shall (with the assistance of the Mediator) sign a written Settlement Agreement. No Settlement Agreement shall be enforceable unless it is accepted by the Parties.

\textsuperscript{75} Terms and Conditions, Michigan Courts Office of Dispute Resolution. Information identifying the specific court system involved has been removed to protect the privacy of the ODR platform it uses.
APPENDIX C: AGREEMENT TO MEDIATE FOR THE DISTANCE FAMILY MEDIATION PROJECT

Agreement to Mediate for the Distance Family Mediation Project, Mediate BC

Because:

i) The parties wish to settle matters in dispute between them without an adversarial process. The parties, their lawyers and the Mediator will make a serious attempt, in mediation, to resolve all issues fairly.

ii) The parties and/or the Mediator are at a distance from each other and intend to mediate from different locations.

The Parties Agree:

1. Process
   i) Will be the Mediator.

   ii) The Mediator will act as an impartial facilitator to assist the parties in a negotiation aimed at the resolution of issues between them. All parties will work with the Mediator to isolate points of agreement and disagreement, to identify their interests and to explore solutions.

   iii) The parties understand that the Mediator may have separate meetings with each of them and/or with their lawyers at any time during the mediation.

2. Disclosure of Information
   i) The parties acknowledge that full disclosure of all relevant information is essential to the mediation process, and they agree to fully, completely and honestly disclose all relevant information to each other and to the Mediator.

   ii) The parties understand that any agreement arising out of mediation may be set aside if full and frank disclosure has not been made.

3. During the Mediation Process
   i) The parties agree that they will not, without first obtaining the written consent of the other party and advising the Mediator:

76. Suggested Practice Guidelines, supra note 47, Appendix A at 54-59.
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4. Confidentiality of Information Disclosed to the Mediator

i) It is agreed that the Mediator may disclose to any party any information provided by the other party which the Mediator believes to be relevant to the issues being mediated.

ii) The Mediator will treat as confidential all information supplied to, obtained by, or which comes to the knowledge of the Mediator as a result of his or her participation in mediation, except:

- a) as required by law, including reporting a child in need of protection as defined by the Child, Family and Community Service Act;
- b) when the information discloses an actual or potential threat to human life or safety;
- c) with the written consent of all participants;
- d) for research, statistical, accreditation or educational purposes, provided the information does not directly or indirectly disclose the identity of any participant; or e) for any certificate or report that the Mediator is required to prepare.

5. Without Prejudice Communications and Inadmissibility

i) All communications between the parties and with the Mediator are part of an effort to settle issues and are conducted on a without prejudice basis.

ii) All communications occurring in the context of the mediation are confidential and are inadmissible in any legal proceeding. No party will subpoena the Mediator to give evidence. Nor will any party seek to introduce into evidence, or compel the Mediator to produce, any records, documents or notes made or held by the Mediator and arising out of or related to the mediation.

iii) Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, no party will disclose or attempt to compel disclosure of:
• a) any views expressed or suggestions made by another party in respect of the possible settlement of the dispute;

• b) any admissions made by a party in the course of the mediation;

• c) the fact that another party had indicated a willingness to accept a proposal made by any party to the mediation; or

• d) any notes, e-mails or any other communications made by a party or the Mediator during the mediation process.

6. The Use of Information and Communication Technologies

i) The Mediator and the parties will rely primarily upon information and communication technologies to communicate with the parties and their counsel, and to conduct or participate in the mediation.

ii) The Mediator, Mediate BC Society and the Distance Family Mediation Project do not endorse any of the information and communication technology products or services used to conduct the mediation. Because the Mediator is “testing” the use of information and communication technologies under the auspices of the Distance Family Mediation Project, there may be process issues and disruptions. The Mediator and the parties will make efforts to minimize the impact of any such disruptions on the mediation process.

7. Confidentiality of Information

i) Each party agrees not to have another person in the room or within hearing distance when using any information and communication technology to participate in the mediation.

ii) In particular, each party agrees none of their children will be present or within hearing distance, unless that child will be participating in some way in the mediation, and this has been expressly agreed upon by the parties beforehand.

iii) If either party wishes to have another person in the room, they will obtain permission of the Mediator and the other party prior to the mediation session beginning.
iv) Where all the parties agree that the other person will be privy to the mediation process, that person must sign the Agreement to Mediate and is bound by the terms of agreement,

v) Each party recognizes that, given the use of information and communication technology, it is not possible to ensure that all communications will be confidential.

vi) Each party commits to minimizing the chance of inappropriate disclosures, including protecting access to any e-mails, notes or other information relating to the mediation which may be stored in their computers or elsewhere, and to minimizing the consequences of any such disclosures should they occur.

vii) Each party understands that, given the use of information and communication technology, it is not possible to completely control where or how some personal information may be collected, stored or accessed.

viii) By signing this Agreement, each party specifically agrees to the Mediator using information and communication technologies in the context of the mediation, and releases the Mediator from any liability in the event of any inadvertent disclosure.

8. Reaching a Resolution

i) Where a resolution of some or all of the issues is reached, the Mediator, the parties or their counsel will reduce the terms of consensus to writing as soon as possible, by way of an agreement, a memorandum of understanding or in a court order.

9. Independent Legal Advice

i) The Mediator does not act as legal counsel for any party during the mediation. Each party is encouraged to obtain independent legal advice to ensure that legal rights, legal obligations and the consequences of any potential resolution are fully understood.

ii) Each party will be responsible for the costs of obtaining his or her own independent legal advice.

10. Ending the Mediation

i) Participation in mediation is voluntary. A party or the Mediator may end mediation at any time.
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ii) The Mediator will communicate promptly to the parties that the mediation has ended.

11. Mediation Fees

i) The cost of the Mediator will be shared by the parties, and will be paid directly to the Mediator as follows:

   • a) For the first ten (10) hours of mediation (including pre-mediation), the fee will be $____ per hour plus HST, shared equally between the parties.

   • b) If the mediation has not resolved within the first ten (10) hours, and the parties choose to continue mediating, the fee will be $____ per hour plus HST, shared equally between the parties.

ii) All other costs, including disbursement costs, will be shared equally by the parties and paid directly to the Mediator.

iii) If either party is unable to attend a mediation session, that party will notify the Mediator and the other party at least __________ before the scheduled mediation session. If the cancelling party fails to give proper notice of cancellation, that party will pay the Mediator $____ for the missed mediation session.

iv) The parties will be required to provide the Mediator a retainer of $____ for fees and costs.

12. Participation in Evaluation

i) The parties agree that they will participate in the Distance Family Medition Project’s evaluation by completing and submitting the Project’s evaluation survey.

ii) The Mediator will supply the parties’ names and contact information to the Project Evaluator so that the parties may be contacted to participate in the evaluation survey.

iii) The parties understand that the information being collected for the Project is solely for research purposes, and that none of the information in the evaluation report will directly or indirectly disclose the identity of any participant.
13. Counterparts

i) This Agreement may be entered into by each party signing a separate copy and delivering it to the other party and the Mediator by fax, scanned e-mail attachment, or other means.